
The plan of our studyEvery link an be realized as a losed braid. A. Kawauhi suggestedthe following projet: Enumerate the prime links by using the braid ex-pressions and enumerate the 3-manifolds by using the enumeration of thelinks. Our main purpose is to omplete the table of 3-manifolds aordingto this projet.We desribe the outline of the projet. A well-order (alled a anonialorder) was introdued in the set of links by A. Kawauhi [K℄ (see also A.Kawauhi and I. Tayama [KT℄).We assign to every link a lattie point whose length is equal to theminimal rossing number on losed braid forms of the link and we allthe number the length of the link. We note that a link L is smaller thana link L0 in the anonial order if the length of L is smaller than that ofL0, and for any natural number n there are only �nitely many links withlengths up to n. Let Lp be the set of prime links and M the set of losedonneted orientable 3-manifolds. Let � : Lp !M be a map de�ned by�(L) = �(L; 0) (this means the result of the 0-surgery on S3 along L).Then it is known that � is surjetive and A. Kawauhi de�ned a map� : M ! Lp by �(M) = minfL 2 ��1(M) : L0 2 ��1(M); �1(E(L)) =�1(E(L0))) L < L0g for M 2M, where E(L) is the exterior of L.By using �, we onsider M as a subset of Lp and introdue the well-order into M. We have �nished enumerating the links with lengths upto 10. By using this result, we will enumerate the losed onneted ori-entable 3-manifolds with lengths up to 10, that is, arrange the points in�(M) under this order. You might think it is easy. But atually it isquite time-onsuming, beause we don't have an algorithm to determinethe value of �(M) forM 2M enen though it is well de�ned. A. Kawauhihas proposed a plan of determining �(M).Referenes[K℄ A. Kawauhi, A tabulation of 3-manifolds via Dehn surgery, Boletinde la Soiedad Matematia Mexiana(to appear).[KI℄ A. Kawauhi and I. Tayama, Enumerating prime links by a anon-ial order, J. Knot Theory and Its Rami�ations (to appear).


